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About Resume Builder, CV Maker - PDF


"Resume Builder, CV Maker - PDF is a resume builder software that will help you make a professional curriculum vitae to conquer every recruiters in a nick of time. Over 20 templates are available, with different design, from elangant to active style in multiple coloring options. Hence, there are 100+ CV choices both offline and online in total.

By using Resume Builder, CV Maker - PDF, you can easily create professional resume and cover letter in any style. With the latest updated trends in labour market, our app is confident to be a reliable Resume builder assistant to go along with you on your career path.

Resume Builder, CV Maker - PDF's features include:

- A bunch of CV themes for you to customize as you wish.
- Detailed instructions with examples which are easy to follow step by step. 
- CV and Cover Letter samples.
- Ultimate Editing Feature for graphs and lists personalization.
- Smart resume management with our app: alter CV section order, change CV titles and subtitles, build new sections, and make updates any time.
- CV formatting choices: font size, color scheme, margins and alignment.
- Real-life Print preview.
- Export CV in PDF format
- Easily sharing your file with others.
- Multiple languages writing is supported. 

The resume builder app can make CV and cover letter adaption to variable themes such as technical, reverse-chronological, or a mix of 2 curriculum vitaes. The templates in our app are optimized for tracking system and automated processing from big corporations. 

Resume Builder, CV Maker - PDF's step by step instructions are:
1. Simple:

Get instant access with your Android phone and fill in your information to create a CV which impress employers. 

2.Resume building helper:
Real examples and sample CV Sections that are extremely helpful to fresh graduates, first-time job entering, fresher positions, internships, or experienced experts.

3. Import images:
Easily add-on any photograph of personal profile and certifications. 

4. Biodata and portfolio maker:
Along with resumes and CVs, this app allows you to construct biodata and portfolios for job seekings.

5. Easily download, share, mail your CV in PDF format.

6. Restoring your previous created resume so that you can edit at any moment. 

Make a progress in your career path with an outstanding CV generated from our app. Please contact us if you have any considerations."
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Looking for a free resume builder app?CV Engineer is a simple way...
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Resume builder - CV makerThis resume builder & CV maker app helps...
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A STRONG RESUME IS KEY TO GETTING A GOOD JOB.If you want...
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Are you looking for your dream job and want to impress recruiters...
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The easiest way to design a visual resume (even without a day’s...
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A simple and free way to build a PDF resume for your...
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